Discuss & Recall

Renaissance Man: Leonardo da Vinci
The mere mention of the name Leonardo da Vinci invokes images of the Renaissance artist
known the world over as a great Italian painter of masterpieces. But there was much more to Da
Vinci than his extraordinary artistic talents, and it is for this reason that he is commonly referred to
as “the true Renaissance man.”
This month’s activity presents a multidimensional portrait of this genius,
offering some insight into his remarkable mind. It features a brief
biography with mention of notable paintings, discussion of his scientific
studies and inventions, and a glimpse at his way of thinking. There is also
some interesting trivia and a brief Q & A.

Renaissance Man: Leonardo da Vinci
Introduction
When it comes to the great Leonardo da Vinci, the question is not “Who was he?” but “Who wasn’t
he?” So diverse and far-reaching were his talents and achievements that it is impossible to
identify him in a single occupation. To start with, he was a painter and a sculptor whose work is
perhaps the most well-known in history and also the most valuable. His painting Salvator Mundi is
the most expensive painting ever sold in auction, bringing a jaw-dropping $450 million at Christie’s
in November 2017. But the scope of Da Vinci’s resume is much broader.
The epitome of a true Renaissance man, he was also an inventor, an architect, a musician, a
mathematician, an astronomer, a scientist, a cartographer, a writer, and a military engineer and
draftsman. The intellectual gifts Da Vinci demonstrated in his time continue to astound, even in the
21st century. Throughout his life, he applied a curious and brilliant mind to the study of the laws of
science and nature. His observations and discoveries informed much of his work, both in art and
engineering, leading to inventions that predated certain technological achievements by centuries.
Da Vinci was a visionary whose work has and continues to influence artists and engineers
throughout the world.
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Biography & Famous Art Works
Leonardo Da Vinci was born on April 15, 1452, in a Tuscan village near Florence. His father was a
respected Florentine notary and was not married to Da Vinci’s peasant mother. At the age of five,
he moved with his father and stepmother to be raised at an estate near Vinci, the town from which
his name is derived. He received an informal and modest education but displayed artistic talent at
a young age.
In his early teens, he began an extensive apprenticeship with Andrea del Verrocchio, a prominent
artist in Florence. It was there that many of Da Vinci’s diverse technical and artistic skills were
honed. By age 20, he qualified for membership as a master artist in Florence’s Guild of Saint Luke.
Soon, he established his own workshop while still continuing to work in collaboration with Del
Verrocchio for five more years. It was during this time (around 1475) that Da Vinci is believed to
have contributed to del Verrocchio’s Baptism of Christ. In this painting, some of the background,
as well as an angel holding the robe of Jesus, is attributed as his work.
Upon leaving Verrocchio’s studio in 1477, Da Vinci received his first independent commission
for an altarpiece planned for the chapel at Palazzo Vecchio in Florence. By 1481, he was
commissioned again by the monks of San Donato a Scopeto to paint Adoration of the Magi.
Both of these commissions were undertaken but abandoned when Da Vinci left Florence to enter
the service of the Duke of Milan. There, he spent 17 years painting, sculpting, and pursuing new
areas of study and achievement. It was during his service to Duke Ludovico Sforza that Da Vinci
designed military weapons, machinery, and architectural structures.
His artistic works during these years took a backseat to other interests, such as the study of nature and
anatomy, architecture, and scientific inventions. As a result, he started dozens of paintings but
completed only six between 1477 and 1499. These included the iconic The Last Supper and The Virgin
of the Rocks. In 1490, he also completed one of his most famous works—a sketch entitled Vitruvian
Man. It is widely considered a perfect demonstration of Da Vinci’s mastery of both art and science.
Following the Duke’s fall from power in 1499, Da Vinci traveled throughout
Italy for the next 16 years, working for a time as a military engineer in the
service of Cesare Borgia. He also designed a bridge to span the “golden horn”
in Constantinople. When he made the acquaintance of the notorious Niccolò
Machiavelli, it led to a commission to paint Battle of Anghiari. It was also
during this period, in 1503, that Da Vinci began work on what would become
his most well-known painting, Mona Lisa.
After working in Rome on projects for the Pope for three years, he went to
France in 1516, where he was given the title of Premier Painter and Engineer
and Architect of the King. It has been reported that when Da Vinci died on May
2, 1519, King Francis I of France cradled his head in his arms.
Discussion Starters

• Were you aware that Leonardo da Vinci had such a broad area of interest and achievement
beyond art?
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• During Da Vinci’s lifetime, the principalities of Italy were constantly at war, which meant that
part of the reason he moved around as often as he did had more to do with personal safety
than anything else. Do you think being so multi-talented helped Da Vinci survive difficult
circumstances?

• Da Vinci was given only a modest education, but he chose to continue learning on his own.
What value do you place on self-education as opposed to formal education?

Rare Genius
Leonardo da Vinci is a name that surfaces quickly when the topic of genius arises. His mind
was dazzling, and this is demonstrated in a variety of ways. For instance, his areas of study and
achievement were incredibly vast. He did not simply excel in one or two areas but rather exercised
command across such a broad field of disciplines that it is almost dizzying. Further, he made
observations and created concepts that have endured for centuries.
A term has been coined for the type of rare, multidimensional talent and intellect that defines Da Vinci:
polymath. It is more than genius. For example, Albert Einstein was a genius who excelled in a single
academic field: physics. Polymaths excel in multiple areas. Pared to its origins, the term polymath
in Greek translates to “having learned much,” and in Latin it refers to “universal man.” Simply put, a
polymath is “an individual whose knowledge spans a substantial number of subjects and is known
to draw on complex bodies of knowledge to solve specific problems.” If a list were to be compiled
identifying individuals whose intellectual contributions greatly influenced or changed the world, it would
likely be dominated by polymaths. Well-known examples of these brilliant minds include (in addition to
Da Vinci) Aristotle, Galileo, Sir Isaac Newton, Helen Keller, and Benjamin Franklin.
Let’s take a closer look at some of the attributes that define Da Vinci as a polymath.
A Man of Science
Leonardo da Vinci was a naturally curious man who constructed his base of knowledge across
multiple fields and disciplines in order to develop a complex understanding of nature and the
universe. He used this understanding to navigate and solve complicated problems and bridge the
divide between the unscientific methods of medieval times and the advanced methods employed
in the modern era. In the field of science alone, the range of areas he studied were extensive,
including botany, zoology, anatomy, optics, geology, aerodynamics, and hydrodynamics.
One important aspect of Da Vinci’s genius was rooted in his belief that art
was inextricably connected with science and nature. He developed
a method of scientific inquiry that evolved into the predominant method of
scientific study practiced well into the 19th century. His method involved close
observation, repeated testing of the observation, and precise illustration of
the occurring phenomenon—complete with explanatory notes. He compiled
volumes of extraordinary drawings and notes on a broad range of topics during
his lifetime, including astronomy, paleontology, and even the mysteries of flight.
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Inventions
Through the scientific methods he applied to his various fields of study, Da Vinci evolved as a
conceptual inventor. During his service to the Duke of Milan, a man who found himself at war with
the Pope, Da Vinci’s talents were used to try and help the army that his patron commanded.
Da Vinci sketched war machines, including a chariot with scythe blades mounted on each side, an
armored tank propelled by two men cranking a shaft, and a gargantuan crossbow so cumbersome
it required a team of men to operate it. Many of his sketches were unconventional ideas in his time
but proved to be visionary concepts destined to realize a technological future.
Examples of sketches found among his notes that eventually became inventions include:
a flying machine designed after the flight of winged animals, a parachute, airplane landing gear, a
human-powered helicopter, a bicycle, submarine, diving suit, triple barrel cannon, robot, catapult,
and an automated bobbin winder. He even invented a device to help him sketch scenes with
accurate linear perspective. He called this tool a perspectograph. Modern adaptations of this
device are still used by artists today.
Thinking Like Da Vinci
In his book How to Think Like Leonardo da Vinci: Seven Steps to Genius Every Day, author
Michael J. Gelb identifies the keys to developing one’s full potential by following the examples of
Leonardo da Vinci. Here is a condensed rendition of these principles:

• Curiosita (Curiosity): adopting an insatiably curious approach to life and dedicating time for
contemplation

• Dimonstratzione (Demonstration): commitment to testing knowledge through experience
by thinking for oneself and filtering out subjective external input

• Sensazione (Sensation): continual refinement of the senses, especially sight; being mindful
of the information garnered through the senses

• Sfumato (Gradient): willingness to embrace ambiguity, paradox, and uncertainty; think
outside the box

• Arte/Scienza (Art/Science): development of balance between art and science or logic and
imagination; right-brain/left-brain balance

• Corporalita (Corporality): cultivation of ambidexterity, fitness, and poise by approaching
physical tasks in new ways, such as writing with the nondominant hand

• Connessione (Connection): recognition of and appreciation for the connectedness of all

things and phenomena; “systems thinking,” as in one machine part won’t work unless another
part is operating properly

Just for Fun—Arte/Scienza Exercise
Da Vinci believed in the concept of whole-brain thinking, or using both sides of your brain. Are you
primarily right-brained or left-brained? Perhaps you are balanced, meaning you use both sides of
your brain in somewhat equal proportions. Complete this checklist to help determine where you fall
on the brain balance scale.
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___ I love to doodle.

___ I am disciplined and organized.

___ I often say or do the unexpected.

___ I like lists.

___ I rely on intuition.

___ I am very punctual.

___ I am highly imaginative.

___ I rely on logic.

___ I often lose track of time.

___ I am skilled at math.

___ I am good at brainstorming.

___ I like details.

Did most of the statements you agreed with fall in the left column? If so, you probably use the right
side of your brain more than the left. If your check marks were heavier in the right column, you
are probably a left-brained person. If you find your answers were more balanced (marking a fairly
equal amount in both columns), you are thinking like Da Vinci!
Da Vinci Trivia
Here are some more interesting tidbits about Leonardo da Vinci.

• He was a vegetarian, he loved animals, and he despised war, yet went on to work as a
military engineer and invent advanced lethal weapons.

• His anatomical studies included the dissecting of human bodies. However, in his later years,
while in service to the Pope, he was forbidden to continue that aspect of his work.

• He kept copious notes and meticulously illustrated notebooks totaling 13,000 pages. There

were four main themes: painting, architecture, mechanics, and human anatomy. Nearly half of
these pages were lost over time, but more than 7,000 still exist today.

• Among his anatomy sketches is a drawing of a human fetus in utero, the first accurate
rendering of this subject on human record.

• The studies and sketches were collected into a number of codices and manuscripts that
are now collected by museums and individual collectors, including Bill Gates, who paid
$30 million for the Codex Leicester.

• Da Vinci wrote left-handed but was ambidextrous, so he was able to write with both hands.

More remarkably, he engaged in mirror writing (writing backward). Scholars are uncertain
about his reasons, but theories include Da Vinci’s desire to protect his ideas and for avoiding
the smudging of ink as his left hand moved across the page from left to right. In writing
backward, his hand moved from the right side of the page to the left.

• In later years, Da Vinci suffered from paralysis of the right hand. While some believed he

had suffered a stroke, the predominant theory now is that he suffered an injury in a fall that
resulted in a condition known as “claw hand.”

• His favorite research subjects included the studies of water and flying birds, leading to his design
of new inventions, such as machines powered by the forces of water and flying machines.
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Questions & Answers
1. What dramatic Biblical moment is captured in Da Vinci’s painting The Last Supper?
Answer: The moment when Jesus announces to the Twelve Apostles gathered at the
Passover meal that one of them will soon betray him.
2. Da Vinci is known for a painting technique in which the Florentine tradition of outlining painted
images is abandoned to render imperceptible transitions between light and shade, and
sometimes color. What is the technique called?
Answer: Sfumato, which translated from Italian to English means “vanished” or “evaporated.”
3. An accomplished musician, Da Vinci was known to play any stringed instrument. What
instrument did he hand make in the shape of a horse’s head as a gift for the Duke of Milan?
Answer: A lyre
4. Da Vinci made sketches of a conceptual invention called an ornithopter. What was it and what
inspired the idea?
Answer: It was his flying machine, inspired by the study of winged animals and the idea that
people might soar through the skies like birds.
5. What prevented Da Vinci from completing a life-sized equestrian statue commissioned by the
Duke of Milan?
Answer: A war with France resulting in the rationing of bronze needed for casting cannons. Da
Vinci had sculpted a clay model of the horse but could not procure the bronze needed for casting.
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Food for Thought

Da Vinci in the Kitchen
This month’s Food for Thought feature takes a look at one of the most innovative men in history:
Leonardo da Vinci. The activity includes a brief history of the Italian Renaissance and how it relates
to the way Da Vinci ate and created, along with discussion questions and details of how kitchen
gadgets you know and love came to be.

Blender Design

Da Vinci in the Kitchen
Introduction
Leonardo da Vinci was not merely an inventor or an artist or a philosopher. He was a catalyst for
change in all areas of life, thanks to his unique perspectives. One area where his talents and his
personal interests collided most spectacularly was in the kitchen.
Life in the Renaissance
During Da Vinci’s time, his hometown of Florence had a population of almost 150,000 and was
considered a powerful state in Europe. At the time, there was no Italy as we know it and no
universal language. Instead, what would eventually become the country of Italy was then made up
of city-states that were often at odds with each other.
Despite a booming economy, these city-states were in a near-constant state of war. This
contributed to Da Vinci’s desire to move from region to region, which was atypical for the times,
and it influenced his opinion on food as he sampled varying cuisines.
Despite the ever-present warring, trade was rebounding as Italians moved away from the Middle Ages
into the Renaissance. Luxury goods flooded areas like Venice, Pisa, and Genoa, which brought business
opportunities and cash farther inland. Simultaneously, the Italian ruling class lost a trade partner in China
as China began an isolationist period where trade was not allowed.The wealthy began to spend more
of their money investing in local businesses. They invested heavily in art and architecture, and it was a
golden opportunity for artisans, creating the ideal environment for Da Vinci.
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Food as a Class System
When people have more disposable income, food is one of the first things
they begin to spend their money on. At first, people ate the same foods
(lamb, olive oil, bread, fish, eggs, and local vegetables) but could afford
higher quality ingredients.
The wealthy also found that they could exercise complete freedom
when it came to their food. They could choose to eat cake and wine
all day instead of simple bread and water. Veal was a prized food of
the new merchant class because it showed that they could afford to
slaughter a young cow (before it had worked in the field for years),
but typically nobility preferred poultry.
As a result of trade with the Middle East, people in Europe were introduced to an avalanche of
new foods, such as sugar, almonds, rose water, rice, citrus fruits, spinach, pistachios, dates, and
pomegranates. Marzipan was suddenly a typical dessert.
Discussion Questions

• If money were no object, what foods would you splurge on?
• Imagine you had grown up never having tasted sugar or spices. What do you imagine your
food would have tasted like? How might your favorite recipes taste without any spices?

• Prior to the Renaissance, all classes of people ate the same foods, although the wealthy

had a higher quantity of said foods available to them. How do you think economics plays into
people’s choice of food in today’s society?

Italian Staples: Bread, Wine, and Olive Oil
During the Renaissance, meat was only twice as expensive as flour, making bread the most
expensive staple for people in the peasant class. Different grades of flour were available, with
white, refined wheat being the choice of the wealthy.
The Renaissance was also when wine became an alternative to water. The upper class now began
to pair wines with each food course, setting into motion our current ideas about what pairings go
best with which sauces or cuts of meat.
People began to choose their wine based on social class as well. Red wines were considered
“nourishing” and were cheaper, so the upper class considered it the wine for laborers. White wine
was preferred by the wealthy, as it was thought of as more delicate and made to be paired with the
poultry and fish they preferred.
If spice was a kingdom, its king was pepper. Every class loved pepper, but for the lower class, it
was the only spice that made heavily salted dried meat palatable. Spices were not just beloved by
cooks but were considered as precious as jewels and could be given as gifts or payment. Spices
even were used to silently communicate with guests: The more pepper that graced a guest’s plate,
the more important they were and the more respect the host could demand.
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The Simple Life
Despite Da Vinci living in Milan, one of the most opulent courts during the extravagant
Renaissance, he was a very simple-living man. For the last 30 years of his life, Da Vinci kept
detailed notes of everything that went on in his daily life, as well as copies of his scattered papers
he wished to consolidate into notebooks.
Found amongst his notebooks and possessions were detailed notes about his thoughts on food
and collections of recipes and writings from Bartolomeo Sacchi, a gourmet humanist known as
Platina. Platina wrote a cookbook filled with vegetarian recipes, and his ideas and suggestions for
food seemed to have made a deep impact on Da Vinci. At the time of his death, Da Vinci had no
other recipes from anyone other than Platina in his possession.
Many of Da Vinci’s parables dealt with the idea that eating animals was cruel, and his personal notes
include writing such as, “Now does not nature produce enough simple [vegetarian] food for you to
satisfy yourself?” In their letters and diaries, visitors to Da Vinci’s home described his refusal to eat
meat, but they also noted that he still supplied meat for those who lived in his household and “did not
insist on others in his household abstaining.” He was also against the idea of gluttony, perhaps as a
direct reaction to the time spent as an artist living at court, surrounded by its excesses.
Da Vinci’s Prescription for Life
In his notes, he created a list of rules for a healthy and productive life, encouraging moderation in
all aspects.
If you want to be healthy observe this regime.

• Do not eat when you have no appetite and dine lightly.
• Chew well, and whatever you take into you should be well-cooked and of simple ingredients.
• He who takes medicine is ill-advised.
• Beware anger and avoid stuffy air.
• Stay standing a while when you get up from a meal.
• Make sure you do not sleep at midday.
• Let your wine be mixed with water, take little at a time not between meals and not on an
empty stomach.

• Neither delay nor prolong your visit to the toilet.
• If you take exercise, let it not be too strenuous.
• Do not lie with your stomach upward and your head downward. Be well covered at night.
• And rest your head and keep your mind cheerful.
• Avoid wantonness and keep to this diet.
Interestingly, almost everything in his prescription is about food. Clearly, although he made different
choices than many of his peers did, the magic and art of food were just as important to Da Vinci as
they were to any other Italian during the Renaissance.
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Although at one point in his life Da Vinci worked in Milan, he also explored the
surrounding region. He hiked in the mountains near Lake Como and made note
of how much he enjoyed the regional food. He wrote, “They make strong wine
there in good quantities, but there are so many cattle that the locals will tell you
that they make more milk than wine.” He comments on how inexpensive fresh
eggs, good veal, and high-quality wine were in the Valtellina region.
While his detailed notes about food and shopping lists would qualify him as a
foodie today, his consumption was relatively meager and minimal compared
to sumptuous court feasts at the time. His grocery lists were quite basic and
seemed to directly correlate with Platina’s recipes.
Discussion Questions

• If you were to make a list of rules for your own life, what do you think would be important to include?
• Has traveling to different regions or countries expanded your palate? For example, if you are
from a northern area, did traveling to the South introduce you to new foods, or vice versa?

• When you have new food experiences, do you like to write about them or tell other people?
Do you enjoy discussing your favorite or least favorite meals?

Da Vinci’s Kitchen List
If you want to eat like Da Vinci, you can use his shopping list. Next to each item is the reason it
was recommended.

• Buttermilk (Platina wrote that “one must, however, avoid too much use of milk, for it makes
the keenness of the eyes duller and generates stones in the kidneys.”)

• Eggs (Platina recommended keeping laying hens fat for the best-tasting eggs and to cure coughs.)
• Fruit (most likely whatever was available at market that day)
• Melon (In classical medicine, this would be eaten only on an empty stomach. Platina wrote
that it should be served with wine, to warm up the “coldness” of the melon.)

• Grapes (Platina wrote that these should also be eaten on an empty stomach.)
• Mulberries (to make a relish to put on rolls)
• Mushrooms (Platina wrote that only mushrooms picked by an experienced forager should
be trusted.)

• Corn (Da Vinci wrote about large ears of corn sent from Florence.)
• Bran (It can remove salt from dried fish or meat when it is boiled.)
• Wheat (most likely hard wheat to make pasta)
• Flour (to bake bread, rolls, and pies)
• Millet (to make a breakfast porridge)
• Herbs and spices (most likely whatever was to be found at market that day)
• Kidney beans (Platina wrote that after eating these beans, it is “very necessary to drink pure wine.”)
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• Meat (Platina advised against eating beef, as it is “very hard to both cook and to digest” and
“it drives a person toward quartan fever, eczema, and scaly skin disease.”)

• Sugar (used for bread baking and medicine, as instructed by Platina)
• Anise candy (This was the only sweet that ever graced the lists. Da Vinci noted that an

assistant stole money to buy anise sweets. Platina wrote positive reviews for anise, stating
that it improves appetite and cures headaches.)

• Salad (This term was generically used for whatever vegetables were available that day,

although Platina recommends a salad made of “lettuce, borage, mint, calamint, fennel, parsley,
wild thyme, marjoram, chervil, sow-thistle, lancet, nightshade, flower of fennel, and several
other aromatic herbs.”)

• Vinegar (Used alongside olive oil for salad dressing, vinegar was used to pickle and preserve,
and to drink when diluted with either water or honey. Platina recommended moderation for
vinegar, as it can be bad for both eyes and joints.)

• Wine (Platina urged moderation by dilution, which Da Vinci took to heart.)
Designing the Ideal Kitchen
In 1482, Da Vinci moved back to Florence to be part of the court of Ludovico Sforza, who was the
duke of Milan. It was there that Da Vinci painted The Last Supper, created and performed music,
designed war machines and new ideas for defense, and enamored the court with his over-the-top
theatrical performances, such as the “Feast of Paradise.” During this time, he also began to take an
active interest in architecture and design, during the remodel of certain parts of the Sforza castle,
including the kitchen.
He wrote about kitchens:
The large room for the retainers should be away from the kitchen, so the master of the house may not
hear their clatter. And let the kitchen be convenient for washing the pewter so it may not be seen carried
through the house… The larder, woodstore, kitchen, chicken-coop, and servants’ hall should be adjoining,
for convenience. And the garden, stable, and manure-heaps should also be adjoining… Food from the
kitchen may be served through wide, low windows, or on tables that turn on swivels… The window of the
kitchen should be in front of the buttery (pantry) so that firewood can be taken in.
~ Leonardo da Vinci, Codex Atlanticus
An inventor and humanist, Da Vinci was always concerned about reducing human labor, so as he
was designing kitchens, he also began to think about making cooking more efficient.
He created two devices for turning meat on a spit so that kitchen staff would not need to break their
backs. The first involved counterweights but still required manual labor. The second showed great
ingenuity in reducing manual labor to zero, as it harnessed the power of heated air. Rising hot air
inside the chimney turned a turbine, which turned gears attached to the spit. Da Vinci noted in his
notebooks: “The roast will turn slow or fast depending on whether the fire is small or strong.”
The invention was a triumph in liberating cooks, and similar devices were used in Renaissance
kitchens. Today’s automatic spit-turners are more advanced versions of these early machines.
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More Kitchen Gadgets
Da Vinci sketched out many more kitchen gadgets during his lifetime, but few were ever made
into prototypes.

• BBQ
Da Vinci felt that a cooking fire could be further refined into something that could be better
temperature controlled. He sketched out ideas for an “alchemic stove” that was very similar to
the BBQs we have today. Sadly, he never found out if his idea would work, as this was never
built or used during his lifetime.

• The Blender
Although this sketch never resulted in a working prototype, Da Vinci imagined an enormous,
commercial-sized blender.

• The Pot Lid
Have you ever heard the saying “Every pot has its lid”? The statement hasn’t always been
true. In fact, before Da Vinci, pots were often covered with fabric. Fabric could change the
taste of whatever was cooking, especially if it was reused. Da Vinci made lids out of sturdy
metal, which successfully kept flavors from changing.

• The Corkscrew
While living in Milan, Da Vinci was gifted a vineyard in the region by a patron. Although he
was a moderate drinker, he was still a great connoisseur of wine and spent a good deal of
time thinking about it. These thoughts spurred him into inventing a corkscrew prototype.

• The Pepper Grinder
His love of spices led him to design a pepper grinder, inspired by the beauty of the La
Spezia lighthouse.

• The Canal Lock
While perhaps not cooking-related in the most direct sense, during this time, Da Vinci also invented
“machines and gates to level, intercommunicate, and make navigable the waterways connecting the
Lombard lakes.” In the 1971 book The Food of Italy, Waverly Root writes, “When Leonardo da Vinci’s
invention of the lock made the Po navigable and extended the reach of Naviglio, it brought into Milan
rich cargos of cream, butter, mascarpone cheese, honey, vegetables, and fruit.” Cuisine in Milan was
irrevocably changed by the inclusion of these new ingredients.

• Water-Powered Wheat Mill
Using the power of flowing water from a river, stream, or waterfall, the waterwheel paddles
absorbed the flowing water’s energy and directed it through a system of gears to a device like
a millstone cutting blade. Eventually, these early designs evolved into the turbines that we
use to generate hydroelectric power.
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Da Vinci’s Fresh Garden Salad
A no-bake recipe
Ingredients:
•

1 small head lettuce, chopped

•

3 ounces watercress leaves

•

1 1/2 ounces dandelion leaves

•

1 1/2 ounces arugula

•

1 1/2 ounces borage (you can use any edible leaves and flowers)

•

1 1/2 ounces spigarello cabbage leaves (you can use broccoli leaves
or broccolini)

•

1 ounce wild red radicchio leaves

•

3 ounces mint leaves

•

1 ounce parsley leaves

•

1 tablespoon chopped fresh fennel leaves

•

Salt to taste

•

1–2 tablespoons salad oil

•

1–2 tablespoons vinegar

•

(Optional) 3 tablespoons pomegranate seeds, optional

Directions:
1. Toss lettuce, watercress, dandelion, arugula, borage, cabbage,
radicchio, mint, parsley, and fennel in a large bowl.
2. When ready to serve, add salt to taste and drizzle with oil and vinegar.
Toss to coat. Sprinkle evenly with pomegranate seeds, if desired.
Makes 4 servings
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